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Craig F

on
06/03/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great little 45 easy to carry 











Timothy J W

on
03/29/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The Glock was spot-on right out of the box. Functioned flawlessly. I was expecting some kickback but was happily surprised to find it was much less than I thought it would be which helped tremendously with control and regaining target sight. This was my first Glock but for sure it won't be my last! 











Michael H

on
03/10/2020




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Shoots like a dream first .45. Jammed a few times with extended mag. But it’s because it’s Korean branded magazine. 











Andrew O

on
10/23/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Love this firearm so much I have two.. for now. 











Daniel L

on
05/22/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Shipped very quickly. Very happy with the pistol. So far it's outperforming my previous home defense weapon, which was a knife. I have smaller sized hands and this gun fits real nice in my grip. 











James W

on
08/14/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Amazing layaway plan and fast shipping. Sent on 7/31 and received 8/02. Though I haven't fired it yet, the Glock 30 was flawless and functions properly. I am extremely happy with my purchase. 











Anthony R

on
09/11/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Very happy with the service Buds provides. My gun was shipped out and received by my FFL and two days!!! My glock30 looks and feels great can't wait to put a few hundred rounds through it this weekend! 











Evangelio G

on
09/27/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Love my Glock 30 .45 from Bud's. I have bought several firearms from Bud's and I am very happy with their service. This gun is great, lightweight, low recoil, .45ACP, shoots great easy to conceal. 











Ricky D

on
03/09/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










buds is awesome love shooting this gun have put 2000 rounds through it with not one problem 











Mark I

on
11/21/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










1st: Bud's is great. This was my first order with them. Gun was shipped to my FFL quickly and arrived in perfect condition. Thank you! 2nd: This gun is awesome. I am using it as my every day carry. It isn't too bulky, even though some folks told me it would be. It fires great and is easy to clean. I have put about 500 rounds through it with no problems at all. Highly recommend this if you are a fan of Glock's. 











Darrell W

on
04/25/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










My payment was received on Friday and the pistol delivered on Tuesday...Great Service form Bud's!! The Glock 30 is the ideal carry gun for those who are not fond of the 9mm...the Mod 30 is small enough to carry in comfort and has 10 rounds of 45 acp...it's just slightly larger than the smaller catridge mini glock models (26,27 etc) but still smaller than the compacts (19, 23 etc) and fits very well in the hand of even the larger shooters. Perfect choice for the 45acp fan!! Thanks again to Bud's!!! I will be buying from you again!! 











Brian B

on
03/29/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my favorite Glock. Though the G30 is listed as a 'subcompact', the dimensions make it slightly larger than the subcompact .40 or .357 sig, yet slightly smaller than the 'compact' models in those two calibers. Thus, the gun is still very concealable, yet unlike those other subcompacts, still fits snugly into your hand without a pearce grip extension (the g30 mags support the small finger). Then of course with 10+1 of .45 and Glock reliability, you have a very capable gun in your hands. I have yet to experience any reliability issues, and the accuracy of this gun is amazing for its size and price. Recoil of the .45 is surprisingly mild from this gun too. I like this gun so much (even compared to other models of Glocks) that I may just get a second one to have around too. 











Greg W

on
01/27/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This was another great buy from Bud's. I am really respecting this "little" G30. 10+1 rounds of 45acp in an easily concealed gun. I can actually pull off front pocket carry with a DeSantis Nemesis holster, although I have ordered a Garrett Industries Silent Thunder IWB for it. I have large hands and always thought subcompacts weren't for me....untill trying the G30. Grip is very secure in my paw and remains so throughout rapid fire drills. So far I've only shot it with the supplied 10rd grips. I also have a G21 grip and A&G grip enhancer to try as well as Pearce bottom plates. I honestly don't know if I'll even mess with them because the supplied 10 round magazines fit my hand and shot so well. Is it accurate? Beyond my wildest expectation. My first range trip for this one had me also shooting my most accurate .45acp, my SA Range Officer 1911 for comparisson. I was amazed at how well I shot this Glock 30. It rivals my best 1911 results. The factory fixed sights are excellent and your eye will aquire them swiftly. I've opted to change them for a set of XS 24/7 Big Dot Night Sights. The rail is a plus, too. It will be handy if I decide to use it as a nightstand gun and put a TRL-1 Streamlight on it. Outstanding gun, my favorite Glock to date. I just don't see how anyone could go wrong with one of these gems. Crazy accurate!!!! 











Matthew C

on
10/20/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great weapon. This was my first handgun purchase ever. I'm more of a rifle person. Before that. All I had ever shot shot was a Glock 23 and a military issue Berretta 9MM. I didn't like the grip on the Glock. Too skinny but the Glock 30 fits perfect. I have large hands. I have put over 200 rounds though it and don't recall a single problem with it. However. The slide and slide release are very hard to use and the magazines were hard to load 10 in. They are getting alot easier though. I bought this about 6 months ago and have my Glock 21 and 19C for a friend in the mail right this minute. I actualy found Glocks cheaper at another site by about 15-20 bucks but because of the fast service and ease of website use. I don't buy stuff from just anywhere. I have bought a total of 5 guns from Buds and will continue to be a returning customer! 











Murrell K

on
06/25/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










First Glock I have ever owned and sorry I waited so long to get on the train. Love this gun. Dealing with Buds was great. The salesman kept me from making what I believe would have been a major mistake in getting the 45 GAP even though it was on sale and much cheaper. This pistol fits my hand perfectly and has good balance. Got to take it out this week and ran a mixture of rounds through it. All fed and fired without a hitch. Dead on target out of the box. It is so much better handling than the Colt govermnet models that I have fired over the years. Less upward jump and back on target much sooner. All in all I give Buds an A+ and the Glock Model 30 the same. If you are on the fence, get this pistol, I don't think you will regret it. 











Brad L

on
05/15/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is my third addition to my ever-growing GLOCK family. I ordered online here at Buds, and drove up to the Lexington store to get it. I can honestly say that this gun was $560.00 very well spent. I love everything about this gun, and since I have purchased it, my other GLOCK's, sadly enough, have been on night-stand duty. One thing I love about this gun is the size of it. It's a little bit bigger than your average GLOCK sub-compact, and at the same time is still a little bit smaller than your average GLOCK compact model as well. In my opinion, it is the perfect self-defense caliber in the perfect concealed carry size, not too big, not too small. I was honestly a little worried that a gun with such a big caliber in a smaller more compact frame might be a little hard to handle, but to my surprise, this gun has no more recoil than my larger GLOCK .40 caliber. Also, I am happy to be able to say that with nearly 500 target rounds put threw my new GLOCK 30, I have not had ANY jams or any type of trouble out of it, which is a lot more than I can say about my other GLOCK's. Don't get me wrong, I love my GLOCK 23 and my GLOCK 27 as well, but they were a little bit less reliable in the beginning. After about 1,000 rounds apiece they both started functioning flawlessly. In conclusion, in my opinion, you can't go wrong with the GLOCK 30, for what ever reason you need it for. Deadly, accurate, dependable, what else can I say? For me it was the perfect choice. 











Brent J

on
04/26/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Was a little concerned about such a compact .45acp pistol. One magazine at the range changed that. This is a fine weapon which functions flawlessly and is a pleasure to shot. Very accurate, even with fixed sights. Great concealed carry pistol or off-duty piece. If you like the .45acp cartridge and need a small, concealable pistol with plenty of knockdown, this is your pistol. Bud's is great to deal with, too. 











Brent J

on
03/30/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Took it out and fired 200 rds with no misfires. Very accurate right out of the box. Great concealed carry weapon. Easy to control. I recommend this pistol to everyone. 











Brent J

on
02/21/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a fine pistol for concealed carry. The size is perfect and the recoil doesn't seem any worse than my G21. I am very happy with the pistol and with the service I received from Bud's. I firmly believe that the old .45acp will never become obsolete. 











James G

on
08/14/2009




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is the ultimate carry gun: .45 ACP, dependable, lightweight, 10+1 firepower, accurate, easy to clean. Recoil is less than my 1911A1. I have large hands and if fits perfectly. If you have less than large hands, get the SF model. Never had a misfire or malfunction with all types of ammo. Highly recommended. Bud's pictures are old, the new one has the accessory rail under the muzzle on the lower receiver. Can't beat Bud's price either. Contrary to other reviews, you can get 10 in the mag after the mag spring gets worked a bit. Arrived at my FFL with the Glock case seal intact, less than 3 weeks out of the Glock factory! 











Tony D

on
08/06/2009




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great sub compact gun, i shot about 200 rounds with ZERO misfires. the price was unbeatable i looked for about 3 months at gun shows, MC sporting goods, and our local dealer and Bud's was about $50.00 to $100.00 cheaper. the only thing i dont like about this gun and it my fault for selecting this kind is that i should of got the full size instead of the compact. the grip is alitte to small for my hands. 











Martin A

on
03/30/2009




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I just recieved my Glock 30 and immediately took it to the range. I can't believe how precise my shots were. There was not much recoil and with the Crimsom Trace Laser I put on it made it an awsome firearm. I have this weapon on my concealed weapons permit and it fits just right on your small of your back or behind your hip. I strongly recommend this manstopper for a concealment gun! Also you can't beat Bud's prices, I paid $200 less than where I live. 











Alan K

on
02/27/2009




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










Well it seems I am the one of the few people who actually didn't love my G30. I didn't like that the magazines are too short and you can really only get 9 rounds in them instead of 10 that don't fit quite right. I didn't like the thickness when trying to carry IWB. I didn't like the way the recoil was twisty and wanted to twist the gun in your hands instead of go straight back. I didn't love the 7 failures I had in over 800 rounds. Don't get me wrong, I love Glocks, just not this model. I think a G23 is a much better carry weapon especially with 180gr weight bullets. 











Howard H

on
01/04/2009




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I would have nothing but the Glock 30 for concealed carry. This weapon has never misfired,stove piped,etc. 











Keith C

on
11/07/2008




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a superb gun with absolutly no problems. Have put over 2,000 rounds thru it with no misfires or jams. Also, quite concealable with an inside the pants holster. Can't beat Buds for service, price, & delivery. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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